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Project Status  

Background 

The Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP) was conditionally awarded $433,045 from the 

Denali Commission under the Emerging Technology Fund for testing power electronics devices 

that could allow wind-diesel systems in Alaska to operate in a diesel-off mode to realize greater 

cost savings from these systems.  The scope of work for this project centers on use of grid-form 

power electronic converters to provide frequency, voltage, and VAR support while the diesel 

generators are shut off (provided adequate wind is available). This option has never been tested 

in a lab which must first be done, before field testing, due to the high risk of interrupted power to 

the community. Part of the research involves design of advanced control paradigms that may be 

integrated into the system by reprogramming existing inverters with new algorithms to evolve a 

low cost solution that can be applied to over ten communities, with the anticipated result of 

increased power stability with the ability to shut the diesel gen-sets off.    

Research Overview 

The basis for research on power electronics is to simulate operation of the wind diesel systems 

on a Hybrid Power Test Bed to assist the Alaskan wind industry in developing and improving 

hybrid power generation systems. Using simulated village loads, researchers can evaluate the 

interaction of these power sources under realistic conditions at the test bed and work through 

actual problems the system might encounter in the field. 

The defining theme for this research project is development of transformative and efficient 

energy technologies to address high penetration challenges in Alaska, with a focus on integration 

of intelligent control systems, power electronics, and advanced storage for overall power quality 

generation, with the added benefit of reduced diesel consumption. The recently installed test bed 

consisting of a wind-turbine simulator, power converter, battery bank, diesel gensets and load 

bank is the backbone of this project; control of these integrated systems is via a supervisory 
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control and data acquisition (SCADA) system that acquires real time data from all parts of the 

system.  

Equipment and Test Bed Status  

Most of the equipment crucial in implementing the project has been received, assembled, 

commissioned, and ACEP is in the process of analyzing various simulation scenarios on the test 

bed.  

The components on ground include the 100 kW Wind Turbine Simulator with induction 

generator, 3-phase 480 V output power; the lead-acid battery bank, 336 VDC, 1000 Ah nominal 

capacity; the Grid-forming energy storage power converter; transformer and isolation, 200 kVA, 

480V Delta Primary, 480/277V Wye Secondary; and a 300kW Caterpilar diesel gen-set.  

Part of the research on the test bed will be devoted to energy storage systems. Initially the 

functional operation of the wind-diesel system will incorporate lead acid battery bank, and later 

the 20 kWh Prudent Energy Vanadium Redox (VRB) flow battery will be integrated in the test 

bed platform for further storage and ancillary services research. 

Ongoing Work  

Preliminary research work has focused on computer-based modeling and simulation of 

distributed generation in high penetration systems, with the main objective being control 

performance. Ongoing work involves testing the power electronic components for voltage and 

frequency regulation under various wind data and load conditions, as well as simulating 

performance with individual generation components.  

The manufacturer of the grid-form inverter was on-site for final development of the equipment at 

full power levels, which were not available at their own facility. Upon eight days of development 

and testing the unit underwent a through commissioning test. The proper operation of the 

inverter-battery system was confirmed. Commissioning included operation in parallel with the 

diesel gen-set and wind turbine simulator; transition to diesel-off mode and operation in this 

mode (grid-form inverter and wind turbine simulator only) under varying load and wind power 

levels. Operation in diesel-off mode was confirmed with the caveat that this mode is available 

only if the wind generator is spinning to provide the basic grid. It was pointed out earlier by the 

manufacturer that the grid-form inverter cannot support a grid stand-alone, but does require an 

electrical machine (synchronous condenser) to be online in parallel. Aside from this caveat the 

unit performed to expectations and produce power within parameters of industry standards. 

The other customer in the state (Marsh Creek, LLC) was present for commissioning and their 

request regarding test scenarios were accommodated where ever possible during commissioning.  

Immediate focus is going to be on power system performance including fuel consumption, 

generation levels for both diesel gen-sets and turbine (WTS), and overall efficiency. The data 

collected in the commissioning process is currently assessed to plan further testing scenarios. A 



 

 

distributed control system is being installed to automate the interaction of components on the 

testbed. 

 

The photo shows the fully assembled wind-diesel testbed at the ACEP Energy Technology 

Facility in Fairbanks, AK. To the far left, the wind turbine simulator. To the right, the grid 

forming inverter, and the battery bank in the background. 


